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Hello, World is an exciting board book series that pairs early learning concepts with colorful, stylish

illustrations of cities around the world.Â From the Golden Gate Bridge to seals to cable cars,

thereâ€™s no shortage of bright, bold, and interesting things to count in San Francisco. Explore

numbers through the best the city has to offer in this gorgeous board book!
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What a refreshing take on the traditional counting book this is! Evanson takes baby to San

Francisco via a colorful board book. The colorful artwork, which is a bit quirky and quite refreshing,

will catch the eye. The text has an enchanting lilt to it which will hold the ear. Love the Hello, World

series!

Such a darling little book! I purchased for my daughter to introduce her to the city before our

upcoming trip. After only a couple times of reading through the book, she is starting to recognize the

landmarks...and is learning to count as well! The colorful, quirky illustrations draw you in

immediately. This charming little nugget has now earned a top slot in our nightly bedtime reading.

Beautifully illustrated book with iconic landmarks from SF. Really fun for our infant who likes to look



at the pictures and turn the pages. The pages are thick so even when he tries to eat the book,

nothing rips. This book will keep being interesting for him as he goes from look at the pics, to

learning numbers, to learning to read.

What makes this book even more fun is that the author herself lives in San Francisco, and you can

see how she got inspiration from exploring and living in the city! The attention to detail in the artwork

featured in this particular book makes it my favorite in the Hello World series. Durable, and easy to

grip and hold for my 8-month-old also! Very happy with this purchase!

Love the illustrations in these books! Cities that we live in and have visited. I love the concepts that

are helpful for both young and older children that teach them to apply it when they are outside. Hope

to see more from this author.

I bought this for my daughter but i end up giving it as a gift. Nothing really special... i love it because

it is made of board, its glossy inside and quite colorful. It teaches the child about counting from one

to ten in San Francisco theme.

Ashley Evanson has done a super job with her books and especially the San Francisco: A Book of

Numbers. I love it. I think it is great for little folks and interesting for me, too. These should not be

missed.

You will love these books in your collection. Such creative, colorful books! We love that they not

only educate on the basics, but provide the added element of culture and character along with them.

These are a must-buy!
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